Thank you for making available
your facility for our engineer
welding training class. “
Our engineers came away from the training with a greater
knowledge of welding. Using your facility was an outstanding
opportunity to get away from the pressures of the job-site and dig
into the basic skills. The knowledge gained and the relationships
built are an investment in both of our futures.”

John L. Homer

Director of Continuous Quality Management

Most knowledgeable considerate
people in the trades.”
“Most knowledgeable considerate people in the trades towards
working with. Love the shop, service and readily available
supplies. Their service repair guy is the best and the entire team.
has helped save me thousands!!! Will not shop elsewhere!

James Dirt Dorner
Artbydirt

WHAT OUR

CUSTOMERS SAY
The people at Weldstar are diligent,
personable, and sincere. They take
the time to learn the challenges we
face and then come up with several
solutions for us to consider.”
“The Weldstar team has been a key reason for Temprite’s growth
and continuing success over the past 15 plus years.
While they do the fundamentals very well - delivering quality
welding supplies on time and at competitive prices, they are also
vitally important in recommending, showing, demonstrating, and
offering training for new welding and cutting technologies.
This is important as we venture into more complex vessel
weldment designs where welding and cutting labor are larger
components of the product cost.
It’s a pleasure doing business with these guys. They really care!”

Jim Nonnie

Executive Vice President

Whether we are dealing with sales,
office staff, or our driver we are
always treated well.”
“We have been using Weldstar for our hard supplies going on to
two years now. For the last 6 months we have been using them
for all of our welding needs including hard supplies and gas.
During this time we have been very pleased with not only the
product that they offer but the level of service we receive. I’m sure
we are a small account to them but that doesn’t seem to matter,
whether we are dealing with sales, office staff, or our driver
we are always treated well. In this day and age it’s nice to find
companies that not only provide good products but act like they
want you as their customer.”

Aaron Ozminkowski
Production Manager

Beyond the pricing, the customer
friendly atmosphere displayed
by Weldstar’s employees is what
keeps us most satisfied”
“Over the course of the last 14 months or so, we have been
ordering from Weldstar Co.. We at Superior Graphite could not be
more pleased with the service, and also the pricing. By switching
to Weldstar, we have been saving about 5K a year on just
Industrial Argon alone.
Beyond the pricing, the customer friendly atmosphere displayed
by Weldstar’s employees is what keeps us most satisfied. From
always answering our calls, to greeting us with a friendly smile
upon delivery, to giving us nice edible gifts each New Year, we
could not be more happy with the service they give.
Thank you, Weldstar for always meeting our needs in a timely and
professional fashion.”

Andrew Orasco
R & D Technician

The sales & service staff are
outstanding.”
“Our previous supplier put us in a real bind and Weldstar
delivered the high quality products our customers demand quickly
and at a SIGNIFICANT savings. The sales & service staff are
outstanding. We have switched all our lab gas needs to Weldstar
and look forward to a long business relationship with them!”

Lora Davis

Office Manager

Customer service is second to none.”
“Customer service is second to none. I always feel like the staff is
genuinely concerned with getting me the help I need.”

Kyle Hankey

Weldstar always goes above and
beyond to make sure that their
customers are happy!”
“Weldstar always goes above and beyond to make sure that
their customers are happy! I can call them at the end of the day
needing something and they are always more than willing to go
out of their way to make sure I get what I need when I need it. We
have developed a great working relationship with every member
of the Weldstar team that we have came into contact with. If you
are looking to develop a working relationship with a company
that works as hard as you do, Weldstar is your best bet!”

Ashly Villanueva

Administrative Assistant

KEY Services, LLC

We use Weldstar for the service
and they take the time to do the job
right the first time.”
“It costs approximately 1 to 1.5 million dollars a day when a plant
is down and not operating, so we have to be very efficient. When
you go to the manufacturer, it takes much longer to get a good
certified material test report (CMTR) so it’s important to get the
correct materials the first time. We use Weldstar for the service
and they take the time to do the job right the first time.”

Paul R.Evans

Quality Welding Engineer

The customer service is superior.”
“As a custom pressure vessel manufacturer it is critical that my
suppliers are knowledgeable, available and reliable. Weldstar
has been the choice for all my welding supplies and equipment
for over 15 years. The customer service is superior and their
willingness to do whatever it takes to keep me fabricating even
during an equipment breakdown is paramount. From last
minute orders to Saturday deliveries and sourcing equipment the
Weldstar team has always delivered.”

“Weldstar is the most reliable welding supplier that I have had
the opportunity to work with and your order is never just another
order.”

George Hlifka

Brian Youssi

Welding Manager

President

AURORA, IL | (630) 859-3100
MACHESNEY PARK, IL | (815) 904-6950
UNIVERSITY PARK, IL | (708) 534-8561
LOGANSPORT, IN | (574) 722-1177
SOUTH BEND, IN | (574) 344-4077

“Weldstar is the most reliable
welding supplier”

DANVILLE, IL | (217) 446-8814
KANKAKEE, IL | (815) 933-5581
URBANA, IL | (217) 367-1139
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